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I'd had it with magic. Me and it were no longer friends. This addict went cold turkey. Five years I'd
been clean for, not even a taste of the good stuff. No longer a space cadet. Life was quiet, life was
good. Life was as boring as a conference on boring hosted by Professor Boring McBoring from
Boringsville University. So, I have to admit, that when I got drawn back into the Hidden world I
wasn't as reluctant as I made out.What I wasn't expecting was having to deal with a dragon holding
the dwarves' gold hostage, accidentally unleashing a maniac on the city, and fighting for my life as
everything goes into free fall. Oh, plus I've got myself lumbered with a rather keen wizard-in-training.
Now I'm almost out of time, certainly out of luck, but I have responsibilities and I will fight until the
bitter end. Problem being, the end is looking decidedly nasty, and a blast from our collective past
threatens to leave the entire world a barren wasteland.Hi, I'm Faz Pound, and once again you can
call me Black Spark, Dark Magic Enforcer.I'm also considering swearing off the magic again.Maybe.
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Full disclosure, I was provided with an advance copy of this book by the author as part of his
â€œA-Teamâ€• in exchange for an honest review.Hidden Spark picks up five years after the

conclusion of Neon Spark. Having successfully tracked down and eliminated Kimiko Kochi after
impossible odds Faz has entered retirement from the magical community. Being totally magic free
for the past 5 years, he is a new manâ€¦ and totally miserable. A deep depression grips him
complete with night terrors and general feelings of worthlessness. But he is resoluteâ€¦ the addict is
reformed and he will no longer partake of the stolen magic he so desperately craves. When the
phone rings one early morning, not unlike many other occasions, Faz knows what he must do.Get
back in the gameBut of course an Enforcerâ€™s job is not easy, especially when it involves
dragons, dwarves, gnomes and fanatics running amok in the streets of Cardiff. Luckily, Faz has
Kate and a sidekick this time to help him out but the situation spirals quickly out of control until it
turns into an all-out war for survival. It will take more than the Black Spark to set things right this
time.I was wondering where the Dark Magic Enforcer series could go after the ultimate resolution of
Faz getting the revenge heâ€™s waited a century to deliver. I seriously thought that the series would
be over after Neon Spark but I must say that I am glad that it wasnâ€™t. The 5-year gap between
Neon Spark and Hidden Spark, in my opinion, was perfect to set the stage for a new era in the
Cardiff Hidden community. The councils have settled down and installed a new head with the
wizards and vamps actually playing nice for a change as the community as a whole appears to have
healed and rebuilt after the prior troubles that plagued them.
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